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ABSTRACT
In this paper we further expand oii work first presented olsewlwre’
[9] regarding the automatic selection of control points for model—based
target tracking. The shape descriptive qualities of the. segmentation
algorithm [9] proposed for the tracking task are tested experimentally.
Conqiarat ive experi meilts arc also preseiit ed loi a niodel— ased racking
scheme with aini wit.hou t the segmental ion algori I inn The experi Ilients
highlight the positive features of the algorithm and verify tl,c positive
i ole tie aigorit bin can play in a niodel—based tracker in terms of speed
and quality of tracking.
-
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INTRODUCTION

‘11w need br arget traukiig ariSes in a ninnber oh d ifh’rent applications in robotics
research. Characteristic examples include vision—liised (0111 ‘nI of grasping’ and ma
nipulation tasks 10, 13] and visual I racking of noving objects [3, 61,. Target tracking
is also nportant in a number of other applications, like autoiiiated surveillance and
raffle monitoring [12] A spectrum of techniques has been developed fuir real—tinie
visual tracking. Model—ba.seri tracking is a. well—established and popular approach that
involves the use of either deformahle models [3. 4, 12. 13] or rigid models [5].
A necessary first step in the computation of certain models 13, ‘1, 5, 12, 13] is to
determine a set of control points to approximate the tracked object ‘s contour. Un—
t,il recently, this was usually done by hand through a user—interlace. However, the
pussihili lv of using a curve segment anon algoritii ni was often indical ed Picking con—
Irol points manually, renders difficult the automat ion of the entire tracking tmisic In
addition, since tile user is picking the points randomly or at best by using sonic
heuristic developed through his/her own experience, lie/she tends to pick either too
many or ton few control points. On the other hand, using sonic classical curve seg
mentation algorithms 2. 7. 81 onl half—automates the task since the performance of
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these algorithms depends upon lie fine tuning of a number of parameters. Different.
object shapes may require different parameter settings or otherwise the segmentation
algorithm will perform at times either excessive segmentation or sparse segmeritatioti.
In [91, for the first time, a segmentation algoritlini was proposed (named P & P),
that filled out the existing gap in all the respects. Specifically, the proposed algorithm
fully a utot nat es teselection of the control points Since ii. does not depend on any
parameters anti works equally well for most kinds of shapes. Coniparative experi ineitts
in [91 showed that the P & P algorithm comparatively to other curve segnientatioii
algoritluris, iiianagcs to select a small iiuniher of points that yet deliver a. supetior
clescripti on ol the original shape.
In this paper, the P & P algorithm is further analyzed and tested. It is also
incorporated in a model—based tracker ard its beneficial role in tracking in terms
of speech antI quality is verified experimentally. The organization of the paper is
as follow’s: Section 2 refems to some model-based trackers that may benefit. out of
the proposed algorithm. Section 3 describes an experimental mvesti ation of tin’
algorit Inn’s desc:riptive power. In Section 4. the performance of a model—based tracker
with and wi ilini it the algorithm is reported and discussed F’i nally, in Section 5, the
palor is iiiiiiiiirizicl au(1 conclusions arc drcovic
.

2

MODEL-BASED TRACKERS

There are two major categories of model—based tracicers: cleformable—model—baserl
trackers and rigid-model-based trackers. Sonie of theuc require the selection of cott
trol points along the contoul of the target and mctv directly benefit fi oin the P &
P algorithm As far as deforinable-model-basid trackers are concerned, Curwc.n ci
a!. in [4[ use a B—spline approxillia tioji to I lie ui cginal target contour. The control
points ot the B—spline coulrl be anpi opriat.ely placed iw the P & P algorithm. The
P & P algnrit.ln o is especially suitable loi spli iC approxii iat.iOii of curves beca use it
tines iii it only I an 1 ii igh curvature .ioiiims iii I Iii contour hut, also key in—betweei low
ciii vature point ‘i. The lartei helps in rlie reduction of the sphiucs apprOxiiiatiiig error
at a small cost. Yoshjnij et at. iii [13[ anti Siillii’aii ci at. iii [11, 12j use a formulation
of deforinable models that involves au explicit placement. of control points along the
contour of t lie tracker! object. This, and the fact that the. conipu I ational cost, of their
niethods is luicar in the number of control points makes them idea.! candidates br
the testing of the n’oposed algorithm. In fact, Sullivan’s inipleiuentatioii iii [I l[ is
the niethiocl Ire c:hose to highlight the potentially beneficial role of the P & l algo—
rithmn in model—based t raclcing (see Section 1). As far as rigid—model—based trackers
arc concernerl, time algorithm cciii also he pioved useful in automatically huilding a
sued mit and accurate nmo(lel of a 2D ohjeu’t from its initial image.

3

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE ALGORITHM’S DE
SCRIPTIVE POWER

The P & P al gori thini locates points of high curvature (i orncrs) using a met horl
similar to that iii [2[. It. also locates key in—between low curvature points (key flat
points) by employing a procedure coningate to that for locating corners. The P
& P algor I liii is described in detail in [9[ Here, only an interesting experimental
investigation of tie’ algorithm’s shape approxuruiatirg power is presented.
Iii oider to get ]ni indication of the goodness (if he iiugoririuin:c si’lect,ic,u oi ccii—
trol points in t (‘tOis of 11w aci:uracy of shape rlesc:riptiori, lie fci!lioviig expcrimncnt
.
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was devised. Let, a contour C of an arbitrary shape consist. of N points (C
..., P,)). Let the P & P algorithm select for the contour C a set. S of
2
1 P
(P
2
(P P.
01 control points (S
P,) ) Let also a set T of in control pointS
P,,,j) to be chosen in a ivav so that. an error noon is driven to
2
1 P
(T = (P
minimum (optimal polygonal fit). The norm chosen for the purposes of the particu
lar expermietit was the Euclidean distance error ol the polygonal fit represented by
the point set The set T was deterniined after an exhaustive seal ch of iii! t lie (
tzn)
combinations for the contour C. It is interesting to compare the set of control
given by the P & P algorithm with the, optimal polygonal fit, point, set for a variety
of shapes (see Figs. 1-4).

Figure 1:
root our.

A squale

Figure

2’.A

parallelo

gram contour.

Figure 4’.An iriegutsi’

Figure 3: A triangular
contour.

contour.

The small circles in the above figures reprieii I lie poillt.s of t he opt 1111111 polvgona.l
lit set oh He the poi nt ii given liy the P & P ;dgorit.liiii 10 e represented by sinai I squares.
In all the shapes, the prominent. (‘oriiers are included in both tin iptnnal poivgoniil
fit set and the set of tile P & P algoriihni. Discrepancies arise univ for the key
fiat points of the algorit lim The equivalent, points of the npti Ilial polygoni 1 fit are
mostly clustered in noisy areas of the shape. Iii contrast, tic key fiat. points of
the algorithm are uniformly distributed bet ween the prominent corner points. This
behavior is highly desirable, since the algorithm has not been designed specifically
for a. polygonal fit. but for a more generic fit that may lie even a .splnme fit. In fact.,
some n2odlel—based techniques use the control points for polygonal fits [11. 12. 131 and
some others for sphine fits 14]. The algorithm loses very little in terms of polygonal fit
accuracy by placing the kiv flat. point.s in a distributed instead of a clustered niaminer.
For example, in thm irregular contour ease of Fig. 4 the error of the optimal lit,
is 0.8189 pixels while the error of the P & P fit is 2.1701 pixels. The error of in
arbitrary polygonal fit, for this shape conld run as high as 42.8378 pixels. Tin-u small
.
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comprohrlise the algorithm concedes in the polygonal fit case pays off in the spline fit
case where a clustered distrihution kik the one favored by the optimal polygonal fit
would give very poor results.
4

EXPERIMENTAL TRACKING RESULTS

Preliminary resti its of experiint’nts incorporating the P &r P algorithm for auto—
metre control point selection in a inodel—bast’cl tracking scheme [1lJ suggest that this
approach holds great i rotiiie rI.h(, P & P algorithm extends the previous system H 1
in two iiiqiorteiit. ways. it automates the select inn nf iinth the nrnnher and location
of eoiit.iiil ports. In the lJre\ ions imple.niciit;rtinu. the number of control
was
preselected by tue operator curl their location was manually determined at. run—ri inc.
B’ aut olnatiug these tasks, the P & P algorithm makes the system more general
and inure independent of its operator. The System has been inipleinent.ed on the
Minnesota Robotic Visual Tracker ([1), see also Fig. 5).
Experiments were conducted in which a target was presented on a 27 inch monitor
iocat.ecl Uric meter from the end—effectot niount ml camera. The target, a 7.3 cm tall
square or triangle, moved around a rectangular path of 100 cm at approximately
8 (‘In/sec. The position commands sent. to the robotic arm were collected and are
graphically illustrated in Figs. 6 8. Previous results [1 1 (see Fig. 7) were compared
to results using the P & P .\lgoritlirn (see Fig. 8).
The previous system used a predetermined mirnher of control point.s irrespective of
the target’s shape. These points were manually placed near the object contour in a
highly regular configuration. The generic constraints used by the tracking algoritlun
created a bias toward equidistant points and edlual angles between edges. The new
system uses the P & P algorithm to automatically select control points. Because the
P & P algoriUim clues not. choose equally spaced points, the constraints used luring
tracking were modified to reward configurations with angles close to the initial angles
and distances close to lie initial distances.
The model—beam I tracking sehienw described in [111 worked well only when a small
number of control points was selected ann the points described the contour well.
Since that. systelii encouraged equidistance between control points’ and erpial ruigies
between edges. it. I erfonined test a lien the contour of the oii.ted’t. bemg tracked could
be approxiniat.c’cl by an equilateral polvgoti (a high lv regular shape’) with as runny
vertices as the model had control points. For less regular shapes or contiol Point
configurations, perl’orinance degraded. For example, the system in [ii] lost track of
the square target. after just one revolution when an eight—point model was used (see
Fig. 7). The old S stem was not tested w’ith the (non—equilateral) triangular ta ‘get..
since this target is nut. a highly regular shape.
The system using the P &c P algorithm for automatic point selection performed
substantially better. Ten trials were uieasurc.cl. In the first five, the arm tracked
[lie moving square. Iii the second five., the. triangular target was treckerl. Results
from the first. trial with each target are liresent,rdl iii Figs. 6 and 8 reuiper’t\’ely.
The control point selection algorithiii invarial il
’ selected ten points for t lie square
3
and six point.s for t lie triangle that. appropriately described the shapes. The tracker
inniintainecl tracking of the oh ijects for several revolutions. In t lila experi inent. the P
& P tracker exhibited its ability to niaint.airi tracking at fairly high speeds’ of clifi’erent
target shapes (square.. triangle).
—
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SUMMARY

Itt this paper. tttrthic’t (‘xIwritIteiItttl itivestloatioll tif lit’ P
P tilgorillitit. lust ap—
F’ i1t.(iitlttit was (lesigtle(l In itutottt;tte tin
j)(’iO(0l ill 10:. OilS icportecl. Ihi’ P
selection ot ct,ittinI poilitti mr ((‘101!!! til)t(iOt—i(ii5(’(1 trituluis.
Ii algniitlttti was do—
Sighed to lierlorin 0uLItSfiI(t(lFtV lOU ]tntvg000h OS \Vt’L ((5 5juL11)’ fits. 0171(0 hull! aisaitid
in lno(Ieh—l)aso(l tonkers. In the presettl wink. lie Ilgori litits ((HI (Ut WOO ((iIi(i)itit’(l
with the correspotidltg point set hat gave fit’ optillial ((11 V.tnitilI fit hr a vtiriel of
shapes. Ihe error of the tilgot ithim’s polvgoiial hit otis vot cltise In I In’ error of lit
(:nrreS])Ofl(littg oplinlal lit In partiettlttr, I Ito corner teeth s report tol ct lit’ iigt)rit fint
uoiiairiptl with I lit: coitier pttiuis iii thit’ upt.iiiitti set for es erv oltapti I osted. Diseropni—
ems htettveeit flit’ algoritlitit’s point, Set and the ((j(tililiti poivgnn;ul hI stI mist’ Inc sniin’
ttl I lie 1o’ flat ptstits n’pnrted lv till itigorithuti These (hlsereh(ititeies lost a sm;tll itp—
ptoxitutahintl error to ,ittt polvgouial lilness of lie ilgoritlotu hinil is oil niptitt’d lii 1)it
Itt iii lie 1050 uI spittle hits. uItl1t]ilr (‘xlarittIl’ilts lot Spill)!’ fits ill’!’ tuiidi’r Wi(V intl will
he reported it) tin’ liii lire.
fhn algorithm ws itlso jinorporatud lit tt itiodel—hast’il tracker [Ill auud prrlitnitiarv
comparative experitluents hetmt’eeit tIn’ 01(1 intl 1100 syst (‘11)5 highlight tin’ hii’tiitfiial
roll the P &‘ P algoritlini catt play iii riiodel—liitst’tl trttckuitg. Further exlaritlii’ults with
it greater s,i riots’ of shtaites 01(1 Ittldor ii grl’a.t it’ variet
((I (OiI(ht 10115 are Iutlll(’r (Vat
(nil will he report itd in the hit:ttn’.
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ABSTRACT

For the successful coordination of two arms handling a common object in
unstructured or ill-known environments, V. Perdereau and M. Drouin [I]
proposed to implement at each arm level an efficient hybrid position/force
controller where the force control loop is closed around the position loop.
For now, the efficiency of this new hierarchical solution was only proven
by simulation results, It was however suggested that real-time applications
with industrial robots could be viable. This paper is devoted to reporting
the validation of this method we have achieved in collaboration with P.
Dauchez at the LIRMM in Monipellier on an experimental setup built
around two PUMA 560 robots.

1. INTRODUCTION

When two robots operate in a complex environment and work on a same object
interactively to achieve complicated and dexterous tasks, the object motion may -be
constrained in some directions due to interaction with external environment. It is then
necessary to control the constraint force, i.e., the external force, in addition to the motion
of the object and to the relative position/orientation of both end-effectors (or the reaction
forces, i.e., the internal forces, between the arms). The control objective is therefore to
realize the desired position and force profiles in a constrained coordinate frame located at
the grasped object; controllers are supposed to explicitly use the forces sensed at the robot
end-effectors.
One fundamental advantage of the master/slave approach [2] [31 is that the two arms
are controlled independently allowing a distributed computer architecture and an easier
implementation. However, both controllers do not share the same force and position
errors, the force controller must react fast enough to changes in position to avoid
dropping or damaging the object.
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